WE HAVE A PLAN SO I TURN IT INTO
A REQUEST/ INTENTION/ QUESTION

DESCRIBE TO, AND/ OR ASK OTHER
DOWSERS, WHAT THEY ARE IMAGING
FROM THE SAME ORIGINAL QUESTION

I ASK FOR PERMISSION:
SHOULD I?..
MAY I
CAN I?..
APPROVAL TO
INVESTIGATE
AT MY STAGE OF GET INVOLVED
DEVELOPMENTAL "AM I READY" HERE PLEASE? A
POLITE REQUEST
KNOWLEDGE
TO PROCEED

BIGGER
THAN YOU
THOUGHT?

FLAG PLACING
PRECISION?

1/ RESET YOUR RODS AND ASK THE
QUESTION AGAIN.

MOVED
ENERGY
IMPRINT?
AM I
CALIBRATED
MYSELF?

CIRCULAR
SWING

NO?
then results may not
be reliable anyway!

YES?
to all 3; then
proceed

DIFFERENT
ENERGY
FIELD OF
SAME
OBJECT?

DIFFERENT
SENSITIVITY?
ANGULAR
SWING

I ASK ABOUT PROTECTION:
PROTECTION
USE
IS
NO
PROTECTION ARBITRARY PROTECTION
REQUIRED
(already
Take the advice!
(better without?)
covered
EVERYTHING
?)
GOING OK?

GREAT!

I DOWSE, BUT I FIND MY FLAGGING
IS DIFFERENT TO SOMEONE ELSE'S
I SEEM TO BE HAVING SOME TROUBLE?
WHY NOT DOWSE FOR MY PROBLEM?

I DOWSE, BUT I LOCATE SOMETHING
DIFFERENT TO SOMEONE ELSE!

ANGULAR
SWING

WRONG
TIME
PLANE?

BASIC TROUBLE SHOOTING
FOR DOWSERS
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WRONG
IMAGE?

IF YOU CAN'T DETERMINE AN ANSWER
THEN TRY APPLYING THE FOLLOWING:

2/ RESET YOUR RODS AND CHECK IF THE
QUESTION IS THE CORRECT ONE...
RE-PHRASE OR COME FROM ANOTHER ANGLE
3/ CHECK YOUR POLARITY WITH YOUR
STANDARD TEST QUESTION
(WHAT IS YES AND WHAT IS NO?)
4/ AM I STILL ABLE TO DOWSE?
CAN i? SHOULD I? MAY i?
5/ SWAP YOUR DOWSING TOOL OVER
E.G. A PENDULUM FOR A ROD
ALSO CONSIDER:
CHANGE YOUR QUESTION; THIS CAN
BE HELPFUL AND IS HARMLESS.
ARE YOU GETTING INTERFERENCE
FROM PERSON(S) NEARBY? THIS CAN BE
VERBAL/ VISUAL OR PSYCHIC/ ENERGETIC?
LOSS OF CONFIDENCE IN THE PRESENCE
OF OTHERS? TRY GOING SOLO?

SAME AREA
DIFFERENT
ITEM?

A SPECIFIC
PROTECTION
IS IN PLACE?

CONCENTRATE ON DEVELOPING
ONE DOWSING CENTRE IN YOUR BODY.
HAVE YOU A MENTAL BLOCK? EGO CAN
GENERATE DOUBT; ARE YOU USING "I CAN'T"?
DOUBT NOTHING, QUESTION EVERYTHING

NOT
PRECISE
ENOUGH?

OTHER
REASON?
ANGULAR
SWING

Talk about it!

REMEMBER YOU WILL ALWAYS BE TOLD THE TRUTH
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Basic Troubleshooting for Dowsers
When dowsing there are various variables that have to be considered, below we provide answers to some questions, such as:

WWW.WAVERLEYDOWSERS.CO.UK

Question: 1. Why do I find something different to someone else when I dowse:
Answers: 
Your question is not precise enough. 
You provided a different 'image' in your mind to the question you asked. 
You were UN-wittingly dowsing on a different 'time plane'
so the item you found existed at a different time to the item someone else dowsed, but in the same place. (dowse for a date) 
The item you dowsed was there at the same time but is not part of
the item the other dowser found. (your question was not precise enough)
Question: 2. Why do my locations 'differ' from someone else, when I plant my flag upon detection - (why can the dowsed item be up to several feet away from someone else who dowsed the same item)
Answers: 
This is because we are all different in our 'sensitivity' to energy fields. You may also have inadvertently 'programmed' yourself to detect things in relation to your foot' (this is common) or
to your personal aura or part of your personal aura, or in relation to where your rods are and of course how accurate were you in placing your 'marker', when your rod first started to move, or when it had
completed the full move. 
Did you plant your flag directly where your centre of gravity is, or where you could reach when you bent over and forward.  The item you and the other dowser found
is bigger than you thought 
The item you and the other dowser found had been moved and left it's energy imprint in several places  Have you calibrated yourself, as some people have been
known to 'dowse things always to their 'side' (left or right side) 
The item you have dowsed had or has, an energy field, what part of the item have you detected, its 7th energy field or its 1st energy
field, or the actual edge or center of the solid object. (check with additional questions if accuracy is needed)
Also consider:
For example, When we dowse searching for an object that once existed, we reach out in to the universal information field looking for what we want. so the question 'programmes our inner-self/subconscious' to find the buried wall here in the field we are standing in, we may ask "show me the outside wall of the castle" and then walk until our rods move, or we may ask a series of questions "is there a
castle here" YES - "take me to the castle" of course your inner-self taps your memory for what was a castle and then searches for that format, BUT what if your inner-self just takes you to the first wall of
the castle, OR what if your inner-self interprets that the castle means 'castle keep' OR what if your inner-self interprets your castle as anything connected to the castle (which may extend over 10 acres)
ALL this applies to another dowser as well and their castle at first investigation may be metres away from your 'castle'. You will need to question everything you find to truly identify what you think you have
found. AND the energy pattern of the wall remains from when it was first completed, even if it was removed or reshaped, so you can find a wall that physically does not exist attached to some part of the
wall that still DOES exist, so this means questions and more questions and try and find a date for each find, especially if it is an historic item/subject.

The Five quick things to remember
The troubleshooting guide to the main dowsing issues are:
1. Reset your rods and ask the question again
2. Reset your rods and check that your question is the correct one, change your question if desired.
3. Check your polarity with your standard test question
4. Confirm that you are still able to dowse by repeating the 'Can I, May I, Should I questions with your dowsing tool if your answers are not what you expect, or the tool gives conflicting answers on
the same question.
5. Change your dowsing tool from a rod to a pendulum.
These 5 checks are extremely useful in checking that 'you are working correctly' and in re-calibrating your dowsing technique
Never be afraid to change your question, or ask a range of questions to truly narrow and pin down the answers. (lower or reset your rods in-between questions)
You could also check that you are not getting interference from another person nearby in either, verbal, psychic or energetic interference.
Many dowsers have experienced losing confidence or connection to the 'empty mind state' when certain people are in the vicinity.
Many of the above explain why dowsers can be more successfully when dowsing solo than when working in teams.
A good thing to do is to programme your dowsing to be the centre of your body (your spine for example) once this has been done, it should be there for ever, if you rely on something that could be variable
such as the way you hold your rods, or your foot or the edge of your aura all these can change under certain circumstances, your spine never will, but at the end of the day the method that works for you is
the one you are comfortable with.
Also consider that due to mental blocks or personal doubt, you may NOT believe that something exists or ever existed and so you will be unable to find what others may find, (remove doubt), if you ever
hear yourself say "I cant.." this is a good sign that you have doubt or a mental block.
SEE ACCOMPANYING CHART OVERLEAF
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DOUBT NOTHING, QUESTION EVERYTHING
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